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Compressing your cash-to-cash cycle time. 
An approach to freeing up capital within. 

 
Discovering and freeing up capital locked inside your value chain is a powerful and often overlooked strategic 

advantage.   The ultimate goal of such discovery work is to identify and prioritize ways to dramatically reduce the 
“cash-to-cash” cycle time - the time when cash leaves a company until it is returned in the form of collected 
accounts payable. 
 
BSI uses a multi-step, straightforward approach to freeing up cash to be used as needed: 

 
 

 

 

 

Clarify the company’s strategic vision assuming new cash availability 
 

Assess your value chain as it exists today 
 

Develop a clearly defined mission so all employees, customers and suppliers understand how you plan to 
reach the vision 

 
Create a Balanced Scorecard  set of metrics to assure organization wide alignment and constancy of 
purpose 

o Measure elements critical to stakeholders including: customers, employees, shareholders, 
suppliers, and the community 

o Use cross-departmental measures to foster cooperation and process improvement focus 
 

Once begun, the demands of managing and analyzing information will dictate the need to identify and use 
specific process metrics and specific performance metrics that will drive profitable business growth 
behaviors   

 

 
 

 

Integrate specific actionable customer sentiment with broad marketing trends into supply chain optimization 
in order to drive internal improvement strategies is essential to Organizational Fitness 

 
True Organizational Fitness maximizes the use of Lean-sigma operational philosophies to dramatically 
reduce working capital requirements thereby reducing the reliance on financial institutions traditionally 
necessary for funding growth 

 
o While beyond the scope of this white paper, Lean-Sigma tools provide the skills  and framework for 

improving work ranging from:  
 Time-to-market for new product development 
 Thru-put time of labor & materials required to deliver a product or service 
 Quality of those products & services 

 
These proven techniques significantly reduce costs and throughput processing time while eliminating problems 
currently hidden by under utilized and sometimes unnecessary working capital, including within sectors as diverse 
as: Manufacturing, Business Services, Healthcare, Consumer Goods, Electronics, Financial Services, Food, Retail, 
Telecommunications, Textiles, and Wholesale & Distribution sectors.   
 
Slashing the Cash-to-Cash cycle time liberates assets that can be redeployed to developing the kinds of products 
and services needed for a rapid growth environment, creating new offerings while maintaining control of quality and 
launch of those products and services.  Being organizationally and operationally fit generates the kind of high 
performance business that regularly exceeds the expectations of all stake-holders. 
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